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ABSTRACT 

 
The attributions related to incubation and production performance of 2 parent stocks are 
compared in this study. One of these stocks was chosen from a parent stock (ROSS 308) in Hatay 
region of Turkey in the name of synthetic group. The eggs were gathered from the both stocks in 
the age of 32-week, at first they were transmitted into incubator and then to saloons. At the end 
of this period, the incubation attributions (spermatogenesis, incubation efficiency and hatching) 
of 2 groups showed no significant differences (p>0.05).The live weight comparison of original 
stock to synthetic one showed significant differences after the first week (p<0.05) from 
performance or efficiency of growth period points. Also, there was significant difference from 
feed conversion (FCR) points (p<0.05) and the original stock had a better FCR. Durability of 
original stock is 4% higher than synthetic stock. 
 
Key Words: Spermatogenesis, Incubation Efficiency, Hatching Power, Live Weight, Feed 
Conversion Coefficient. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The developments of stock industries cannot be observed in other parts of agriculture during 
recent 40 years. But the amounts of these developments are not the same in all the countries or 
have not occurred along a special period of time[1-2]. Todays, Most of the countries depend on 
other countries for ancestor or parent birds whereas about 10 races of birds are imported and 
grown in Turkey [3]. There are special lines for production of parent stock which is not identified 
for all the countries. Therefore, other countries are depended on this limited number of countries 
and after purchasing parents and passing growth period (23-week) they began to gather 
spermatogenetic eggs. The production period ends after 40-42 weeks and the birds exit 
production cycle in the age of 64-week.The supply of parent stocks encounters some problem in 
each period [4]. For example, if the active companies in theses contexts suffer any kind of 
disease in stocks, both the parent stock and incubation eggs will be perished and this problem 
will affect all the parts of stock growth industry. It seems that some researches should be carried 
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out in reformed and developed lines in order to investigate the other methods of parent stocks 
supply. This is a fact that the numbers of parent stock supply companies are limited and perform 
privately. This method does not thoroughly eliminates the dependence on foreign countries but it 
investigates the necessity of new parent stock supply from the previous stocks in this study in 
order to guide the coming researches in the context of new parent stock supply. 
 
The aim of this study is to compare the incubation characteristics to efficiency performance 
related to 2 groups; one of them is parent stock which is imported from Europe to Turkey in the 
name of ROSS 308 and the other is resulted from the selection and copulation in the same stock 
in the name of synthetic parent stock. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The incubation and growth efficiency characteristics of 2 parent stocks are compared in this 
study. One of these stocks was kept and grown in Hatay as the main stock (ROSS 308) and the 
other was formed through sequential selections from the same stock and copulations between 
paternal and maternal lines as the synthetic group. 
 
300 eggs were gathered from every stock in 32-weak and transmitted to incubation saloon. The 
research site was the stock research field of Ankara University. The gathered eggs were kept in 
26  and humidity of 55% for 12 hours. The 2 incubator machines utilized in this experiment 
were Chimuka. Then, the eggs were numbered and placed randomly in incubator and their 
temperature, humidity, rotation and ventilation were tested every day. The eggs were transmitted 
from covert part to hatchery in day 18 and the primary testing of spermatogenesis was performed. 
All the hatchlings were gender determined and numbered in day 21. Then, they were weighed 
and records were written in the related forms. The amount of spermatogenesis, incubation 
efficiency and embryonic mortality rate were calculated for each group. The chicks were 
transmitted randomly (from gender points) to saloon and placed in 12 cages (each group in 6 
cages). There were 45 chickens in each cage (replica) from the both genders.The stocks were 
distributed randomly in each pen and even the cages were numbered randomly. The feed formula 
of this study was prepared according to proposed stock growth notes of ROSS 308 and included 
3 periods (beginning: days 0-10, growth: days 11-35 and the final: days 36-slaughter). The grain 
and water were supplied unlimitedly. 
 
The increased weight, feed conversion and viability were recorder during the experiment. Every 
chicken of every replica was weighed every week. The feed of each cage was detected and 
recorded weekly and feed conversion was calculated for each week after weighing. The mortality 
rate was recorded for each cage daily in order to detect each group's rate of viability. The 
experiment data were analyzed through SPSS statistical software [5]. 
 

RESULTS 
 

1) Incubation Attributions: There was no significant statistical difference between 
spermatogenesis, incubation efficiency, hatching power and embryonic mortality of 2 groups 
(p<0.05). 
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Table1. The comparison of incubation period in 2 groups 
 

Significance P Original Synthetic Attribution/Group 
N.S 0.177 99+_0.650 97.67+_ 0.650 Spermatogenesis 
N.S 0.491 89.70+1.680 88+1.680 Incubation Efficiency 
N.S 0.867 90.60+_1.778 90.17+_1.778 Hatching Power 
N.S 
N.S 
N.S 

0.531 
0.191 
0.917 

4.78+_1.79 
1.77+_0.54 
2.52+_0.77 

6.48+_1.79 
0.68+0.54 
2.40+_0.77 

Embryonic Mortality 

 
2) The Growth Period Attributions: There was no significant difference between 2 groups from 
chickens' weight point but a significant difference could be observed since the 2nd week, the 
original group showed increased weight in comparison to the synthetic group (p<0.05). Also, the 
comparison of male and female of 2 groups showed significant difference (p<0.05). Significant 
differences could be observed in comparison of FCR related to 2 groups. 
 
The viability of 2 groups was more than 91% of stocks to the end of this period but the viability 
of original group was 4% more than the synthetic group. 

 
Table2 Comparison of live weight in different groups. 

 
Significance P Original Synthetic Attribution/Group 

N.S 0.18 4118+_0.414 40.46+_0.36 1-day chicken weight 
S 0.023 2215+_29.8 2012+_ 56.0 Average Live Weight of Females 
S 0.031 2617+_69.1 2411+_36.3 Average Live Weight of Males 
S 0.029 2416+_37.6 2212+_33.4 Average Live Weight of Both 
S 0.032 1.65+_0.0226 1.73+_0.0248 FCR 

 
Table3 The comparison of FCR related to 2 groups in different ages 

 
Synthetic Original Age/Group 
1.094+_0.015 1.071+_0.014 Week 0-1 
1.402+_0.022 1.323+_0.020 Week 0-2 
1.525+_0.025 1.417+_0.023 Week 0-3 
1.602+_0.029 1.489+_0.026 Week 0-4 
1.639+_0.024 1.547+_0.022 Week 0-5 
1.739+_0.024 1.655+_0.022 Week 0-39 

 
Table4 live weight in different ages 

 
Synthetic Original Age/Group 
40.46+_0.366 41.19+_0.414 The 1st day weight 
142.8+_2.32 155.6+_2.63 The 1st week weight 
358.6+_7.71 402.1+_8.69 The 2nd week weight 
734.3+_15.60 816.6+_17.61 The 3rd week weight 
1222+_24.3 1370+_27.3 The 4th week weight 
1819+_30.4 3027+_34.3 The 5th week weight 
2212+_33.4 24.16+_37.6 The final weight 

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 
As it is shown in tables, there was no significant difference between incubation attributions of 2 
groups, however the lack of significance does not means the insignificance. Only a difference of 
1.33% related to spermatogenesis can be economically significant and considerable. The 
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spermatogenetic achievements of this study are placed in a higher rank than the opinions of Altan 
et al. and Akbay et al [6-7]. 
 
A decrease can be observed in spermatogenesis of heavy stocks after 40-week and the successful 
mating decreases too [8]. The spermatogenesis rate of native parents was different 59.60%-
96.11%. Akbay and Düzgüneş reached different spermatogenesis of 87.76%-94.81%in various 
hybrids which were lower than this study's achievements because of the age of parents and egg 
collection age that was 32-week [9-10]. 
 
The incubation efficiency of this study shows no significant differences between 2 groups but is 
higher than the achievements of Adaligh et al., Inan et al. and Week et al. which means the 
thorough observation of standards environmental conditions of incubation [11-13]. 
 
The hatching rate of this study was 90% more than the rate of ROSS 308 (84.8%)[14-15]. 
 
 The achievements of this study are lower than the records of Akbay et al. and higher than the 
records of Özkan et al [9,16-17]. 
 
There was no significant difference between 2 groups embryonic mortality. The achievements of 
this research are compatible with the results of North and Bell [18]. The achievements of Week 
et al. and Tomova and Wilson do not show much significance in comparison to this study [19-
20]. The rate of embryonic mortality in Scott's and Mackenize's research into a strain of broiler in 
Canada was 8%, which it was lower than the present research [21]. 
 
There was no significance performance difference in chickens' weight (2g) during hatching 
period but each grams difference leads to 2-13g difference at the end of the period[20]. The 
chickens' weight is usually about 62-78% of the egg [22]. 
 
The recorder weight of broiler chickens is about 46.3-41g which is similar to this study's results 
[19]. 
 
The weight of 2 groups showed significant statistic difference at the end of period but the results 
were much better than the previous results even the synthetic group (weight and short time). 
 
The guidance growth book of ROSS 308 has proposed a mixture weight of 2382g, 2570g for 
male and 2193g for female in 39-day[14,23]. The performance of original group is higher and the 
performance of synthetic group is lower than the proposed amount. The weights of both original 
and synthetic groups were higher than Şenköylü's and et al findings [24]. 
 
The utilization of a parent stock's results for synthesis of a new parent stock does not affect the 
performance so much, the difference is maybe caused by the difference of male and female ratio. 
The ration of male and female is not equal in both groups. 44.22% of original and 42.81% of 
synthetic is male which can be the reason of weight increase difference between 2 groups. 
 
FCR related to 2 groups were better than the other researchers' results. Inan et al(11). reached 1-
92-2.06 of this attribution rate. The result of this study is compatible with the proposed rate of 
ROSS 308 (1.68). 
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There is a high solidarity between FCR and profitability in broiler chickens. The proposed FCR 
is 1.74 for FCR of broiler hybrids in weeks 0-6. Inan et al. reached 2.01-1.92 rate of this 
attribution which are higher than the rate of this study [12]. 
 
Viability power of this study was lowerthan the previous researches. Some researchers estimated 
ratios of: Testik et al. (98.35%), Malone et al. (95.15%-96.28%) and Testik and Sarija (94.55%-
96.36%) [25-27]. 
 
At the end, it seems that new parent stocks can be existed through these methods in demanded 
conditions and this method can be an alternative for chicken supply of1-day parents. It is 
proposed to carry out similar experiments on laying parents in order to compare the laying 
performance efficiency of synthesis and original groups. 
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